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EAS:
We reinvent it
every day.

Tyco is an industry
pioneer with nearly
50 years of EAS
excellence in retail.

Tyco provides retail customers

EAS/RFID functionality of these

around the world with Electronic

solutions addresses both loss

Article Surveillance (EAS) solutions

prevention and inventory visibility to

built around the most effective anti-

help prevent theft while improving

shoplifting technology available.

the quality of item-level data.

With the highest detection rate in the
industry, our acousto-magnetic (AM)
systems provide wide exit coverage
and reliable deactivation with virtually
no false alarms. Our AM technology
can detect tagged merchandise
within foil-lined bags – even in metal
carts – and can effectively detect
protected products containing liquids
and non-ferrous metals.
Traditionally focused on loss
prevention, Tyco’s new EAS systems
are designed to provide retailers with
significant operational improvements.
Our family of item-level RFID
solutions enables information
accuracy that drives intelligence back
into the supply chain to improve
existing store operations, increase
product availability and enhance
the shopper experience. The dual
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With Tyco, you’re
choosing a leading
global provider of
retail performance
and security solutions.
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80%

of the top 200 global
retailers choose Tyco

Detection Systems
Detection systems are available as
pedestals or concealed antennas to
create surveillance zones at exits or
checkout lanes. Pedestals offer visible
deterrence while concealed systems
provide discreet protection for upscale
retail environments.
Tyco’s premier acousto-magnetic (AM)
anti-theft technology offers:

Pedestal Systems
Available in a wide range of designs to
provide detection coverage for a variety
of exits, store aesthetics and regulatory
requirements, Tyco’s pedestal systems
provide the high-performance levels
retailers trust.

Enhanced Loss Prevention
// Highest detection rates
// Wide range of attractive designs
// Fewer unintended alarms
// Remote diagnostics

Organized Retail Crime Prevention
// Metal-foil “booster” detection
// Jammer detection

Optimized Retail Productivity
// Remote alarming
// People counting
// Networking capabilities
// Wide exit coverage
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Concealed Systems
Tyco offers a broad selection of
concealed detection systems from wall
or door-frame mounted antennas to
systems recessed into flooring, hidden
under carpeting or laid into concrete.
Without impacting store aesthetics,
these systems can protect a wide variety
of store entrances/exits making them
ideal for mall-based stores.

RFID-Enabled Solutions
Sensormatic EAS systems support RFID-enabled inventory visibility
whether you choose to upgrade existing systems or deploy our RFID
orAM/RFID dual technology devices and tags. With Tyco, you get the
world’s premier anti-shoplifting technology plus EPC global compliant
RFID to gain real-time visibility at the store level. With Inventory
Intelligence, you can view your entire store through a single
reporting platform to gain new insights that can lead to reduced
out-of-stocks, improved efficiencies, better-managed shrink and an
enhanced customer experience.

Integrated Deactivators
Scan, deactivate and bag. Invisible to the customer and effortless
for the cashier, Tyco’s integrated deactivators provide seamless
scanning and deactivation compatible with leading bi-optic
scanning systems. These units can also be integrated into a variety
of self-checkout units to provide high-performance deactivation
while maintaining high throughput during checkout.

Counter Top Deactivators
Tyco offers a comprehensive line of reliable deactivators that
accommodate a variety of point-of-sale (POS) environments. This
includes a line of lower-cost deactivators designed for front-end
applications where high-speed throughput is not a priority, but a
small footprint coupled with convenient and simple deactivation
is paramount.

Labels Applied at the Source
Tyco’s Source Tagging programs have protected over 50 billion
items worldwide to date, allowing for open merchandising,
freeing up associates to focus on customer service and
enhancing the shopper experience. We are the largest
supplier of source tagging programs encompassing virtually
every product category including: apparel, jewelry, footwear,
cosmetics, medications, batteries, power tools, automotive
supplies, and consumer electronics.

Hard Tag Recirculation
Tyco’s industry-leading Visible Source Tagging Recirculation
Program helps retailers protect their products while saving on
operational costs. Source tagging helps increase product sales
and profitability with some of the industry’s most advanced,
versatile, and reliable solutions including labels embedded into
products or product packaging, as well as hang tickets and
sewn-in solutions for apparel.
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There’s a Tyco solution
for virtually any
application or budget.

Detachers & Tags

Detachers

Securing merchandise while enhancing
the shopping experience is key to
controlling shrink and increasing sales.
Tyco offers one of the industry’s most
comprehensive assortments of EAS tags
for easy application in the store or at
the source. From our trusted SuperTags
and magnetic tags to alarming and ink
tags, our solutions work for virtually any
application or budget. Our Sensormatic
safer and wrap anti-theft sensors
give retailers confidence to openly
merchandise high-value products, helping
maximize sales. Tyco also offers a variety
of manual and powered detachers that
deliver retailers a range of solutions for
nearly any point-of-sale environment.

SuperTag Power Detacher

Magnetic Detacher

Super Tags
Apparel Tag
Have a
great day .

Ink Tag

Alarming Tag
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Magnetic Tags
Apparel Tag

Lanyard Tag

Bat Tag

Multi-Purpose
Tag

Pinless Tag

Bottle Cap Tag

Safers

Alarming Wrap

Accessory Tag

High-Heel
Footwear Tag

Golf Tag

Optical Tag

// Notes
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Global strength. Local expertise.
At your service.
Leverage our strength
and experience

North America Headquarters

Continental Europe Headquarters

4700 Exchange Court, Suite 300
Boca Raton, FL 33431
United States
Phone: +1 877 258 6424

Am Schimmersfeld 5-7
40880 Ratingen
Germany
Phone: +49 2102 7141 0

Latin America Headquarters

Asia-Pacific Headquarters

and security solutions, deployed today

6600 Congress Avenue
Boca Raton, FL 33487
United States
Phone: +1 561 912 6000

31 International Business Park,
Creative Resource Building #03-02
Singapore 609921
Phone: +65 63898000

at more than 80 percent of the world’s

United Kingdom/Ireland Regional
Headquarters

South Africa Headquarters

Security House, The Summit
Hanworth Road
Sunbury-on-Thames
Middlesex. TW16 5DB
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 1932 743 432

1 Charles Crescent
Eastgate Ext 4, Sandton
South Africa
Phone: +086 12 12 400

Tyco Retail Solutions is a leading global
provider of integrated retail performance

top 200 retailers. Customers range from
single-store boutiques to global retail
enterprises. Operating in more than 70
countries worldwide, Tyco Retail Solutions
provides retailers with real-time visibility
to their inventory and assets to improve
operations, optimize profitability and create
memorable shopper experiences.
The Tyco Retail Solutions portfolio for
retailers is sold direct and through
authorized business partners around
the world.
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